
Malapascua 2016
Photo Competition Winners



Rules
• Any photo taken during the trip to Malapascua (October 8-16, 

2016) 

• Maximum of three entries per category per person 

• Editing and modification allowed 

• Any type of camera allowed 

• Judging would be blind by non participants 

• A total of 58 entries across 6 categories were received 

• A winner and runner-up was selected for each category



Categories
• Selfie 

• Composite 

• People 

• Wide Angle 

• Macro 

• Funny



Selfie

• “We are our best subjects” 

• A photographer should never forget that he or 
she is part of the photo and its story, and 
sometimes we need to turn the camera onto 
ourselves just to remind everyone who we are.



Catheryn Chu
“Runner-Up” 

Selfie



Catheryn Chu
“Winner” 

Selfie



Composite 

• “Telling a story through the lens” 

• Photos don’t have to be limited to one subject, 
and often the best photos mix and combined 
many subjects and visual elements into a single 
shot that tells a larger story. This category looks 
at the variety of subjects and stories that can be 
captured in a single frame, and do so in a way 
that visually intrigues us.



Andy Niven
“Runner-Up” 
Composite



Mike Belshaw
“Winner” 

Composite



People

• “People doing what people do best” 

• The trip was not only about the sea life, but also 
about the people in and around the sea. There 
was lots happening above and below the water, 
and much of the time it was as entertaining to 
watch ourselves as it was to watch the fish.



Rob Christie
“Runner-Up” 

People



Catheryn Chu
“Winner” 
People



Wide Angle

• “Big can only get bigger” 

• This category broadens the horizon and looks 
towards capturing the bigger picture. A wide 
angle shot does not necessarily mean a photo of 
big things. Instead, it is about how the 
photographer steps back from the subject to 
capture as much of the environment around it as 
possible.



Catheryn Chu
“Runner-Up” 
Wide Angle



Mike Belshaw
“Winner” 

Wide Angle



Macro

• “Small things in big ways” 

• This category focuses on the small creatures 
and objects that live in the sea. It usually 
requires a special lens to capture the photo, but 
for the best photographer it is simply a matter of 
getting as close as possible to the subject of the 
photo.



Catheryn Chu
“Runner-Up” 

Macro



Mike Belshaw
“Winner” 
Macro



Funny
• “Life at play” 

• Good photos should inspire emotion, and one 
feeling in particular that we wanted to capture 
from this trip was joy. Every moment of the 
expedition was full of fun, laughter and good 
humor. Being funny isn’t about making fun or 
jest, but rather capturing a moment that was 
light and bright and makes us feel good about 
ourselves.



Rob Christie
“Runner-Up”  

Funny



Mark Kelly
“Winner” 

Funny



Participants
• Andy Niven (1 Runner-Up) 

• Catheryn Chu (2 Wins & 3 Runner-Ups) 

• David Ng 

• Eppie Kwok 

• Mark Kelly (1 Win) 

• Mike Belshaw (3 Wins) 

• Paul Bayne 

• Rob Christie (2 Runner-Ups)



Judges

• Alex Grioni 

• Andy Eastwood



Thanks! 

  
Tubbataha in April 2018!


